Work Comp Campus release notes 1.0.8 – Dec. 10, 2020

Global

1. Issue: Data table filter is case sensitive on Group Case/Claim Management. When using the data table filter on the Group Case/Claim Management page, if filtering by “Open” with a capital “O,” you can see all claims with status of "Open," but if you filter with a lowercase “o,” then no claims display.

   Expected behavior: Filter shouldn't be case sensitive.

2. Issue: Filter on the Claim Name Field of the Claim and Case Management Page doesn't work.

   Expected behavior: Filter will provide results based using the input to the Claim Name Field.

Law

1. Issue: SoPD not displayed on AoS page on generated document.

   Expected behavior: Service of process designeees are now listed on the Affidavit of Service generated by Campus.

2. Issue: SoPDs for law firms are not automatically pulled in when serving dispute docs.

   Expected behavior: Service of process designees now pulled into the service list for Campus when an attorney is selected.

3. Issue: User cannot save unavailability in production environment.

   Expected behavior: External attorneys should be able to add unavailability to their Campus calendar.

Qualified rehabilitation consultants (QRCs)

1. Issue: Not authorized page appears when related admin staff attempt to submit RCR for QRCs in which they are related. This is occurring after the lookup is completed and the QRC is selected from the "Who are you filing on behalf of?" dropdown.

   Expected: Should not occur when QRC and admin staff are related.

2. Issue: QRC information section of R3 – {{ State }} field missing data.
Expected behavior: the name of the state of residence is now populating correctly.

3. Issue: RC's in External Related Claims and Cases Tab on Entities.

   Expected behavior: RC's should never display on the external site, even if the related entity is a party on that RC. RC's are displaying on the External Related Claims and Cases tab on entities details pages.

4. Issue: External Groups that are a party of RC's are having those RC's display in the Cases tab of the Group Case and Claim Access Management page when this page should not display RC's. This tab should only display Rehab Transactions (RT).

   Expected behavior: RC's excluded in Group Case and Claim Access Management.

5. Issue: Required fields on R-forms do not show validation error if they're not filled in.

   Expected behavior: Expected validation on all required fields.

6. Issue: Same RT is displaying twice on RC Related Cases and Claims Tab.

   Expected behavior: RT is displaying once.

**New features**

1. External QRC unable to file R3 on an RT that they want to take over.

   Expected behavior: QRCs can request access to a claim and allow them to link and view the related transaction. Once you have permission to look at the claim, you are able to see the rehab transaction and can submit an R3 choosing change of RT option.

2. Make the “Weeks to Date” field editable allow the QRC to update the field.